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sole proprietorship

The sole proprietorship is the simplest business form
under which one can operate a business. A sole propri-
etorship is not a legal entity. It is simply an enterprise
that is owned and operated by an individual. It is the
easiest type of business to establish-no state filing or
agreement with other owners is required. By default,
once an individual starts selling goods or services, he
or she has created a sole proprietorship.

A sole proprietorship is not legally separate from its
owner. The law does not distinguish between the
owner's personal assets and the business' obligations.
A sole proprietor's assets can be (and often are) used to
satisfy the business' debts. Consider this before selecting
a sole proprietorship as your business form. Accidents
happen. Businesses go out of business all the time.
These unfortunate circumstances may quickly become
a nightmare for a business owner.

advantages
• Owners can"establish a sole proprietorship instantly,

easily, and inexpensively

• No state paperwork is required for creation

• No separate tax filing for the business is required; instead,
profits or losses of the business are reported on the
owner's tax return

• Owners may freely mix business and personal assets

• A sole proprietor need not pay unemployment tax
on himself or herself (although he or she must pay
unemployment tax on employees)

• Sole proprietorships require few, if any, ongoing formalities

disadvantages
• Owners are subject to unlimited personal liability for the

debts, losses, and liabilities of the business

• Obtaining capital, through such means as a bank loan,
can be more difficult, as lending institutions often require
a more formal entity structure

• Sole proprietorships rarely survive the death or incapacity
of their owners and so do not retain value
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general partnership

A partnership is a business form created automatically
when two or more persons engage in a business
enterprise for profit.

A general partnership is the simplest variety of
partnership. By default, a business that begins with a
verbal agreement or handshake is considered a general
partnership. In a general partnership, all partners share
in the management of the entity and share in the
entity's profits. Matters relating to the ordinary business
operations of the partners are decided by the partners.
A formal, written partnership agreement that sets forth
all the partners' rights and responsibilities is always
highly recommended; oral partnership agreements are
fertile ground for disputes among partners.

A general partnership offers no liability protection to its
owners-the general partners are all liable for the debts
and obligations of the general partnership. This means
that a general partner's personal assets can be used to
satisfy the business debts of a general partnership.

advantages
• Owners can start partnerships relatively easily and

inexpensively

• No state paperwork is required for creation

• Most states do not impose a fee for the privilege
of existing

disadvantages
• All owners are subject to unlimited personal liability for

the debts, losses, and liabilities of the business

• Individual partners bear responsibility for the actions of
other partners

• Obtaining capital, through such means as a bank loan,
can be more difficult, as lending institutions often
require a more formal entity structure

• Poorly-organized partnerships and oral partnerships can
lead to disputes among owners



limited partnership

A limited partnership (LP) is a variety of partnership
owned by two classes of partners: general partners and
limited partners. General partners manage the enterprise
and are personally liable for its debts. Limited partners
contribute capital and share in the profits, but typically
do not participate in the management of the enterprise.
Another notable distinction between the two classes of
partners is that limited partners incur no personal liability
for partnership debts beyond their capital contributions.

In an LP,at least one partner must be a general partner
with unlimited liability, and at least one partner must be
a limited partner whose liability is limited to the amount
of his or her investment. Limited partners enjoy liability
protection much like the shareholders of a corporation
or the members of a limited liability company (LLC).

An LPallows for pass-through taxation, as its income is not
taxed at the entity level. Limited partners can use losses to
offset other passive income on their tax returns. General
partners' losses can be used to shelter other income up to the
value of their investment in the partnership, since their losses
are not usually considered passive. LPs have been largely
eclipsed by the development of the more versatile LLC.

To form an LP,the LP's organizers must file appropriate
formation documents with their state's business chartering
agency and must pay a required filing fee. The LP organi-
zation is especially appealing to types of businesses where
a single, limited-term project is the focus (such as real
estate or the film industry). LPs can be used as a form
of estate planning i~t parents can retain control of
their business while transferring shares to their children.

advantages
• LPsallow for pass-through taxation

• Limited partners are not held personally responsible for
the debts and liabilities of the business

• The general partner(s) have full control over all business
decisions

• Partnershave more flexibility in structuring the management
with less formal requirements and annual paperwork

disadvantages
• The general partner(s) face unlimited liability

• Limited partners are prohibited from participating in
the management of the business

• LPsare limited to 35 partners

limited liability partnership

A limited liability partnership (LLP) is a hybrid business
form that shares attributes of partnerships and
limited liability companies (LLCs). The partners in an
LLP may enjoy personal liability protection from the
acts of other partners (but each partner remains liable
for his or her own actions). State laws generally require
LLPs to maintain generous insurance policies or cash
reserves to pay claims brought against the LLP.

The LLP form is appealing to licensed professionals
that are prohibited from operating under an LLC
or corporation-professionals such as accountants,
attorneys, and architects. An LLP also allows for
pass-through taxation, as its income is not taxed at
the entity level.

To form an LLP, the LLP's organizers must file
appropriate formation documents with their state's
business chartering agency and must pay a required
filing fee.

advantages
• LLPsallow for pass-through taxation

• All partners are not held personally responsible for the
debts and liabilities of the business

• Partners have more flexibility in structuring the
management with less formal requirements and annual
paperwork

• The LLPform may be the only choice for a professional
association in states that do not allow Professional
Limited Liability Companies (PLLCs)

disadvantages
• Owners receive less liability coverage than an LLC

• Many states impose mandatory insurance requirements

• LLPs have been eclipsed by PLLC statutes in some
states

• Some states limit LLP status to professionals
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C corporation
,

The standard corporation, also called a C corporation,
is the most common business structure. A corporation
is a separate legal entity owned by its shareholders. As
a result, it protects its owners from personal liability for
corporate debts and obligations.

A corporation's shareholders, directors, and officers must
observe particular formalities in a corporation's operation and
administration. For example, decisions regarding a corpora-
tion's management must often be made by formal vote and
must be recorded in the corporate minutes. Meetings of
shareholders and directors must be properly noticed and must
meet quorum requirements. Finally, corporations must meet
annual reporting requirements in their state of incorpo-
ration and in states where they do significant business.

Taxation is a significant consideration when choosing
a business structure. A C corporation is taxed as a
separate legal entity (i.e., no "pass-through" taxation like
a partnership). If the corporation distributes profits to the
shareholders in the form of dividends, shareholders pay
income tax on those distributions; thus, commentators
criticize C corporations as imposing "double taxation."

As with any business entity that offers liability protection
to its owners, a corporation must be created at the state
level. A corporation begins its life by filing articles of incorpo-
ration (sometimes called a certificate of incorporation) in
the appropriate state and paying the necessary filing fee.

advantages
• Shareholders are typically not personally responsible for

the debts and liabilities of the business

• C corporations can have an unlimited number of
shareholders

• Ownership is easily transferable through the sale of stock

• Corporations have unlimited life extending beyond the
illness or death of the owners

• Certain business expenses may be tax-deductible

• Additional capital can be raised by selling shares of the
corporation's stock

disadvantages
• C corporations may incur double taxation

• Corporations are more expensive to form than sole
proprietorships and partnerships

• Corporations face ongoing state-imposed filing require-
ments and fees

• Corporations face ongoing corporate formalities, such as
holding and properly documenting annual meetings of
directors and shareholders
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An S corporation is a standard corporation that has
filed for S corporation status with the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS). The S corporation's tax election adopts
pass-through taxation-thereby sidestepping the
double taxation burden borne by C corporations.
S corporations file an informational tax return (much
like a partnership) but the entity pays no tax. The
shareholders report their share of the S corporation's
profit or loss on their individual tax returns.

advantages
• S corporations are not taxed at the entity level-profits

pass through to owners

• Shareholders are typically not personally responsible
for the debts and liabilities of the business

• S corporations have unlimited life extending beyond the
illness or death of owners

• Certain business expenses may be tax-deductible

• Additional capital can be raised by selling shares of the
corporation's stock

disadvantages
• The IRSimposes restrictions on S corporation shareholders:

shareholders must number fewer than 100; must be
individuals, estates, or certain qualified trusts; and cannot
be non-resident aliens

• S corporations can have only one class of stock
(disregarding voting rights)

• All shareholders must consent in writing to the S
corporation election

• S corporations are more expensive to form than sole
proprietorships and general partnerships, and face
ongoing, state-imposed filing requirements and fees

• A few states do require a state-level filing in order for the
entity's S corporation status to be recognized by the state

• S corporations face ongoing corporate formalities, such
as holding and properly documenting annual meetings
of directors and shareholders



limited liability company

The limited liability company (LLC) is often described
as a hybrid business form. It combines the liability
protection of a corporation with the tax treatment
and ease of administration of a partnership. The LLC
is America's newest form of business organization;
the great bulk of laws authorizing LLCs in the United
States were passed in the 1980s and 1990s. The
watershed event in the rise of the LLC was a 1988 IRS
ruling that recognized partnership tax treatment for
LLCs. Within 6 years, 46 states authorized LLCs as a
business form. By 1996, Vermont, the last state to
recognize LLCs, had an LLC statute in place.

LLCs enjoy pass-through taxation-thereby sidestepping
the double taxation burden borne by C corporations.
LLCs file an informational tax return (much like a
partnership) but the entity pays no tax. The members
(owners) report their share of the LLCs profit or loss
on their individual tax returns.

LLCs can be formed only through filing a formation
document, typically called articles of organization, at
the state level and paying the required state filing fee.

advantages
• LLCsenjoy pass-through taxation

• Members are not personally responsible for the debts and
liabilities of the business

• LLCsgenerally have no restrictions on the number of
members allowed

• Members have flexibility in structuring the management
of the company

• The LLCdoes not require as much annual paperwork
or have as many formalities as C corporations and S
corporations

disadvantages
• LLCsare more expensive to form than sole proprietorships

and general partnerships

• Ownership is typically harder to transfer than with a
corporation

• Because the LLC is a newer business structure, there is not
as much case law to rely on for determining precedent

nonprofit corporation

A nonprofit corporation is an entity formed for purposes of
pursuing a matter of public concern for non-commercial purposes.
Nonprofit corporations are authorized by different statutes than
standard for-profit corporations; however, the processof forming a
nonprofit is closely parallel. Nonprofit corporation organizersmust
file nonprofit articles of incorporation or a certificate of incorpo-
ration with the appropriate state agency and pay the required filing
fee. The formation documents must include certain clauses and
information, such as a very detailed business purpose statement,
in order for the entity to qualify for tax-exempt status.

To pursue tax-exempt status, non profits must apply for federal
and state (if applicable) tax-exempt status. Tax-exempt status is
not automatically granted upon formation. To apply for federal
tax-exempt status, a nonprofit must file Form 1023 with the
IRS.For state requirements, it is best to contact the department
responsible for taxation in the nonprofit's state of formation.

Like standard for-profit corporations, non profits provide
limited liability protection. The personal assets of the
directors and officers typically cannot be used to satisfy
the debts and liabilities of the nonprofit.

The most common type of nonprofit is the 501(c)(3), meaning
it is formed in compliance with Section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code. These non profits are organized and
operate for a religious, educational, charitable, scientific,
literary, testing for public safety, fostering of national or
international amateur sports, or prevention of cruelty to
animals or children purpose as permitted under this section of
the Internal Revenue Code. Nonprofits may also be formed for
other purposes pursuant to different sections of the Internal
Revenue Code. For example, business leagues, chambers of
commerce, and real estate boards are formed under Section
501(c)(6) of the Internal Revenue Code, and a cooperative
hospital service organization is formed under Section 501(e).

advantages
• Nonprofits have the ability to apply for both federal and

state tax-exempt status

• Certain non profits are eligible to receive public and
private grants, making the obtainment of operating
capital easier

• With 501(c)(3) non profits, donations made by individuals
to the nonprofit are tax-deductible

• The nonprofit entity affords limited liability protection
to the nonprofit's directors and officers

disadvantages
• Nonprofits incur formation expenses and face ongoing

state filing requirements and fees

• Nonprofits face ongoing formalities, such as holding and
properly documenting regular meetings of directors
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professional corporation

Professional corporations (PCs) are specialized entities
organized and operated solely by licensed professionals
such as attorneys, accountants, and architects. The
shareholders of a PC may enjoy personal liability protection
from the acts of other shareholders, but each shareholder
remains liable for his or her own professional misconduct.

State laws generally require PCs to maintain generous
insurance policies or cash reserves to pay claims brought
against the corporation.

PCsare formed in a similar manner to standard corporations,
by filing formation papers with the appropriate state agency
and paying the necessary filing fee.

professional Limited Liability company

Professional limited liability companies (PLLCs)are specialized
entities organized and operated solely by licensed professionals
such as attorneys, accountants, and architects. The members
(owners) of a PLLCmay enjoy personal liability protection
from the acts of other members, but each member remains
liable for his or her own professional misconduct. Not all
states recognize the PLLCbusiness form.

State laws generally require PLLCs to maintain generous
insurance policies or cash reserves to pay claims brought
against the corporation.

PLLCs are formed in a similar manner to standard LLCs
by filing formation papers with the appropriate state agency
and paying the necessary filing fee.

•
Deciding what type of structure your businesswill take can be
complex. The Formation Assistant is an online tool that helps
business owners evaluate the business form that best fits their
business needs. Upon answering a series of business-related
questions, the Formation Assistant ranks each entity type in
order of relevance and explains advantages and disadvantages
of forming in each state selected. To find the Formation
Assistant, gs>..--te--www.bizfilings.com/Learn_About and look
for the listing under 'business tools.'
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sole
proprietorshipcharacteristics

-

formation

duration
of existence

liability

management

pass-through
income/loss

double taxation

cost of creation

raising capital

transferability
of interest

No state filing
required.

Dissolved if entltj
ceases doing busine
or upon death of tI

sole proprietor.

Sole proprietor ha
unlimited liability

Relatively few
legal requirement

Sole proprietor ha.
full control of

management and
operations.

Not a taxable entit
Sole proprietor pal

all taxes.

Yes

No

None

Often difficult
unless individual

contributes funds.

No



general limited limited liability I
limited liability

partnership partnership partnership c corporation s corporation company
(LP) (LLP) j

! I (LLC)

---
Agreement State filing required.

In California the usebetween two or State filing required. of LLP is limited to State filing required. State filing required. State filing required.
more parties.

accountants & lawyers.I

Dissolvesupon death or I Dependent on Dependent on the
withdrawal of a partner, the requirements requirementsunless safeguards are Perpetual imposed by the state Perpetual Perpetual imposed by the statespecified in a
partnership agreement. of formation. of formation.

I

At least one general Partners are not Shareholders are Shareholders are typi- Members are not
Partners have partner has typically responsible typically not respon- cally not responsible typically responsible

unlimited liability. I unlimited liability. for the debts sible for the debts of for the debts of the for the debts of
of the LLP. the corporation. corporation. the LLC.

Delaware, Georgia, Some formal
Relatively few Some formal require- Pennsylvania, Texas, and Board of directors, Board of directors, requirements, butments, but less formal Virginia require an LLP annual meetings, and annual meetings, andlegal requirements. to carry insurance or an less formal thanthan corporations. escrow account to annual reporting. annual reporting. corporations.

cover liabilities. I I

Typically each Limited partners Managed by Managed by 1_ LLe haspartner has an equal are excluded from All partners have the directors who directors who an operating

voice, unless management unless right to manage the are elected by are elected by agreement that
they serve on the business directly. outlines

otherwise arranged. board of directors. I shareholders. shareholders. management.

Not a taxable entity.
Files taxes as a sepa- Files taxes as a Taxed at the entity If properly structured,Each partner pays level. If dividends are No tax at the entity

tax on his/her share rate entity, and must separate entity, must distributed to share- level. Income/loss is there is no tax at
of income and can meet certain criteria meet certain criteria holders, dividends passed through to

the entity level.
deduct losses against to avoid being taxed to avoid being taxed Income/loss is passed

other sources of as a corporation. as a corporation. are also taxed at the shareholders. through to members.
income. . individual level.

•

Yes Yes, if requirements Yes, if requirements No I Yes Yesare fulfilled. are fulfilled.
.-J

I I

Nol
Yes, if income distrib-

No
I

No uted to shareholders No NoI
as dividends.

I L ..J

1 1
I

None
I

State fi ling fee State filing fee State filing fee State filing fee I State filing fee
required. required. required. required. I required.I

-

Contributions can be Contributions can be Contributions can be Shares of stock

J
Shares of stock Possible to sell inter-

made from partners, made from partners, made from partners, are sold to are sold to ests, though subject
and more partners and more partners and more partners raise capital. raise capital. to operating agree-

can be added. can be added. can be added. ment restrictions.
~

Yes, pending approval Possible, dependent Yes, observing IRS Possible, dependentof other limited Shares of stock areNo partners and the on partnership agree- easily transferred. regulations on who on operating agree-

general partners. ment restrictions. can own stock. ment restrictions.
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